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Session 4: Open Discussion and Thinking Ahead
Purpose

• Why? For everyone’s voice to be heard
• Who? Anyone and everyone
• What?
  • Exchange new ideas
  • Share project-related concerns and
  • Come up with collective solutions
How (Suggestive Flow)

1. **Take 5 minutes individually** (or within a country team if you are a country delegate) to **think about a topic** that you would like to discuss with other participants (e.g. issues with the current project, concerns for the next steps, new ideas for better project, etc.)

2. Make a **2-minute pitch** why your topic deserves to be discussed or needs help

3. **Participants will choose two topics** and join small group discussions
   - Please ensure the discussion be **constructive** and deliberate on **realistic solutions** and recommendations.
   - The session chair will signal to move on to the next topic after **20 min** (20 min x 2 rounds).
   - The group host (the topic owner) will stay and receive the next group and continue the discussion building upon the previous round. (supported by a UNESCO member per group)

4. The hosts will share **the summary of discussion** in plenary. (3 min each)
Thank You.
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